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‘00 was cool during the night, and she

rim

0
awoke with that drooping tail. I am
now very careful if it has been raining,
they have gotten very wet, and it is
nighttime.Abetter drying—off periodQ before she goes to bed and a warm area
are important in the future.
Some owners who I spoke to have

noted that their dogs have limber tail
after a prolonged swim in cold water.
It is wise for owners to be aware of

this problem, as some dogs do experi—
ence pain with this condition; others
do not. It will usually clear up within a
week with no treatment. Ifyour dog
seems uncomfortable, take him to your
veterinarian.
There is a lot more information

about limber tail syndrome on the
Internet.The article that I read goes
more in depth into the subject.
Owner awareness is importantwhen

it comes to that drooping tail.
—Ann Shinkle, anmhinktle@aol.com
Curly—CoatedRetriever Club of

America website: certaorg

Flat-Coated
Retrievers
The Unique Flat Coat

he coat of the Flat—Coated
Retriever is unique in my

experience as an AKC—licensed all—

breed handler who has been active in
rescue and professional dog training for
decades. I was chair of the committee
that wrote the breed standard now used
in this country, and we described the
coat as best we could by referring to
the British breed standard and various
breed articles.
“Coat—Coat is ofmoderate length,

density and fullness, with a high lustre.
The ideal coat is straight and flat lying.
A slight waviness is permissible but the
coat is not curly, wooly, short, silky or
fluffy.”
The slight waviness is usually over

the rump but lays flat and does not
have the appearance of a broken or
curly c0at.The Flat—Coat should not be
short haired but should show length of
coat on the back and the sides of the
body.The Flat—Coat was originally
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known as theWavy—Coated Retriever,
but breeders decided to breed for the
flatter coat with straighter hair because
it dried more quickly.
“The Flat—Coat is a working retriever,

and the coat must provide protection
from all types ofweather, water, and
ground cover.This requires a coat of suf—
ficient texture, length, and fullness to
allow for adequate insulation.”
There is purposely no mention of

undercoat in the standard.The Flat—

Coat does have some undercoat on the
front and sides of the body, but on top
of the back, parted hair should show no
undercoat.
“When the dog is in full coat the

ears, front, chest, backs of forelegs,
thighs, and underside of tail are thickly
feathered without being bushy, stringy,
or silky”
The lie of the breeds coat is so

strong that the britches, when the dog
is in a full coat, are very neat in appear—
ance, with a sharp outline, and do not
need to be trimmed as would stringy
or silky hair.Bushy, stringy, silky, or
flowing coats tend to mat and tangle
more than the Flat—Coat’s coat and are
not practical for a working gundog.
“Mane oflonger heavier coat on the

neck extending over the withers and
shoulders is considered typical, espe—
cially in the male dog, and can cause
the neck to appear thicker and the
withers higher, sometimes causing the
appearance of a dip behind the withers.
Since the Flat—Coat is a hunting
retriever, feathering is not excessively
long.”
“Trimming—The Flat—Coat is shown

with as natural a coat as possible and
must not be penalized for a lack of
trimming, as long as the coat is clean
and well brushed.”
The Flat—Coat should be able to go

from the field to the show ring and
back to the field, as they do at every
national specialty.
“Tidyingof ears, feet, underline, and

tip of tail is acceptable.” If other trim—
ming is needed, the owner should con—
sider that a fault that is covered up by
skillful grooming is still going to be
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carried and passed on genetically.
“Whiskers serve a specific function,

and it is preferred that they not be
trimmed.”This is well documented, but
I have had personal experience with
eye injuries cause by whisker—trimmed
dogs being taken into the field for
training or hunting too soon. Flat—Coat

owners should disregard pressure to
trim whiskers as is done in many other
sporting breeds.TheFlat—Coat is still a
dual—purpose dog.
“Shaving or barbering of the head,

neck, or body coat must be severely
penalized.”
Shaving or barbering of the neck

would not give protection in cold
water and heavy brush and would not
show the typical silhouette of the
breed.
—SallyTerroux, sjterroux@aol.com
Flat—Coated Retriever Society of

America website: FCRSAincorg

Golden Retrievers
Super Sniffers

erhaps it’s no coincidence thatP“Golden Retriever”rhymes with
“overachiever.”Witness the thousands
of Goldens who daily perform
countless acts of service, both large and
small, for their human family and
community.
Golden Retriever and bomb—snififing

expert Bella is but one of those many
dogs.A 2011 recipient of the American
Kennel Club Humane Fund’s Award
for Canine Excellence (ACE) in law
enforcement, Bella and her Golden
partner, Ginger, serve with the West
Virginia University Police Department.
With their owner—handler, Sergeant
Josh Cook, “the girls” do pregame
sweeps for explosives of the school’s
14,000—seat football stadium forWVU’s
seven home games, and they also do
sweeps for other large events such as

commencementand visits of digni—
taries, which have included former
President Bill Clinton and high—rank—

ing military personnel.They also help
secure venues all overWestVirginia and
visit schools in response to bomb
threats.


